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NACA RM No. ABL16 CONFIDENTIAL 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

INVESTIGATION OF DOWNWASH AND WAKE CHARACTERISTICS AT A 

MACH NUMBER OF 1.53. I - RECTANGULAR WING 

By Edward W. Perkins and Thomas N. Canning 

SUMMARY 

The results of an experimental investigation of the downwash 
and wake characteristics behind a rectangular plan-form wing in a 
supersonic stream are presented. The aspect ratio of the wing was 
3.5, and the airfoil section was a 5-percent-thick, symmetrical, 
double wedge with maximum thickness at 5(}-percent chord. The tests 
were made at a Mach number of 1.53 and a Reynolds number, based on 
the wing chord length, of approximately 1.25 million. 

A comparison has been made between the downwash angles predicted 
by the linear theory and the measured downwash angles. The experi
mental trends of the variation of downwash angle with angle of attack 
at zero lift in the spanwise, streamwise, and vertical directions 
were similar t o those predicted by the linear theory, but in most 
instances the experimental values were slightly greater than those 
given by theory. The comparison also showed that the displacement 
of the vortex sheet and the resulting influence on the downwash 
distribution must be considered in calculating downwash angles at 
finite angles of attack. 

For the lo~spect-ratio wing used in this investigation, the 
distortion of the vortex sheet behind the wing-tip region had a 
considerable influence on the position of the wake and on the 
downwash distribution within a large portion of the induced flow 
field. In the region outboard of approximately the 3(}-percent 
semispan station, the distortion of the vortex sheet decrease d the 
displacement of the sheet considerably from the value calculated by 
the linear theory. 

The general characteristics of the friction wake were similar 
to those observed in subsonic flow. With increasing distance behind 
the wing, the wake expanded slowly, decreased in intensity, and, with 
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the wing at positive angles of attack, moved downward relative to 
the free-stream direction. 

INTRODUCTION 

A rational approach to the longitudinal-6tability problem of 
supersonic aircraft requires knowledge of the downwash field behind 

. a lifting surface. Theoretical methods for treatment of this problem 
have been developed and applied to a limited number of cases. (See 
references I and 2.) In accordance with the usual assumptions of the 
linearized theory, valid applications of these solutions are limited 
to thin wings at vanishingly small angles of attack. In addition, 
since the theory assumes that the fluid is inviscid, the effects of 
the wake are neglected. 

At subsonic speeds, theoretical dO}ln:wash calculated by means 
of a simplified lifting-line theory has yielded satisfactory agree
ment with experiment only 'When modified to account for both the 
displacement of the shed vortex sheet and the effects of the wake. 
The necessary empirical modifications to the basic theory were 
determined as the result of a number of experimental investigations. 
(See reference 3.) Similarly, in supersonic flow, experiment must 
be depended upon to determine the limits of applicability of the 
linearized inviscid theory. At present, there are only two published 
reports, 'Which are readily available, dealing with experimental 
investigations of the induced flow field behind lifting surfaces in 
supersonic floW' (references 4 and 5); in neither instance has a com
parison been made with the theory now available. 

In order to provide a comparison with the predictions of the 
linear theory, a general investigation of the downwash and wake behind 
several wing plan forms has been undertaken at the Ames Aeronautical 
Laboratory. The present report present~ the results for a rectangular 
wing. 

SYMBOLS 

c wing chord, inches 

s wing semispan, inches 

~ wing angle of attack, degrees 

H free-stream total pressure, pounds per square inch absolute 
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filii 

€ 

x,y,z 

difference between the pitot pressure at a point in the wake 
and the pitot pressure in the free stream, pounds per 
square inch absolute (The pitot pressure is the pressure 
measured by a pi tot tube in either subsonic flow, 'Where 
this pressure is equal to the local total pressure, or in 
supersonic flow, where this pressure is equal to the local 
total pressure of the flow behind a normal shock wave.) 

downwash angle measured from the free-stream direction, 
degrees 

dawnwash angle referred to the flow angle at a=OJdegrees 

lOngitudinal, lateral, and normal coordinates with the origin 
at the leading edge of the root section and the x axis 
corresponding to the free-stream direction. 

APPARATUS AND TESTS 

Wind Tunnel 

The experimental investigation was performed in the Ames 
1- by 3-foot supersonic wind tunnel No.1, which is a closed-return, 
variable-pressure tunnel. A more complete description of the wind 
tunnel and associated equipment is contained in reference 6. The 
Mach number within the test section of the fixed nozzle was approxi
mately 1.53. 

Model and Support 

The model used for the tests was a semispan model of a rectan
gular wing of aspect ratio 3.5 with a 5-percent-thick, symmetrical, 
double-wedge section with maximum thickness at 50-percent chord. 
The dimensions of the wing and its orientation on the support plate 
are shawn in figure 1. The wing surfaces were ground smooth but 
were not polished. The leading and trailing edges were finished to 
O.OOl-inch radius and the wing tip was cut off parallel to the free
stream direction with no wing-tip fairing • . Thus the 5-percent-thick 
double-wedge section was continuous over the entire span. 

The model was mounted on a thin circular plate, termed the 
boundary-layer plate, positioned in the stream so as to bY-1'ass the 
tunnel-wall boundary layer between the plate and the tunnel sidewall. 
(See fig. 1.) With this method of motmting, the area of the wing 
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Wich was in:fluenced by the boundary-layer flow along the plate was 
considerably less than if the ~ had been mounted on the tunnel 
wall, for only the relatively thin boundary layer which started at 
the upstream edge of the plate influenced the flow over the model. 
This plate was tapered in the streamwise direction so that the 
boundary-layer by-pass channel expanded in the downstream direction; 
as a result, supersonic flow was ;maintained in the channel. 

Since the determination of the induced flow field behind a 
lifting wing requires accurate measurement of small flow deflections 
and, consequently, a stream which is free of disturbances other than 
those due to the lifting surface itself, the following precautions 
were taken to minimize possible interference due to the model-support 
system: 

1. The test-section side of the boundary-layer plate was ground 
flat to a tolerance of ±0.OO2 inch. 

2. The entire circumference of the plate was beveled on the 
by-pass-cha.nnel side to a sharp knife-edge as indicated in figure 1. 

3. The plate was alined as closely as possible with the free
stream direction in order to reduce the intensity of the pressure 
disturbance from the supersonic portion o~ the leading edge. 

However, from the results of static-pressure surveys made parallel to 
the free-stream direction in a horizontal plane which included the 
tunnel axiS, a small disturbance which passed across the outer 
portion of the wing was known to exist. The results of these pressure 
surveys and the location and magnitude of the pressure disturbance are 
described in more detail in reference 7. 

Instnmentation 

Measurements of the change in the local downwash angles with 
angle of attack of the airfoil were made with two different devices: 
a 300 cone with two pressure orifices symmetrically disposed, one on 
top and one on the bottom, and a 100 wedge wi th five sets of 
symmetrically disposed orifices. (See fig. 2.) 

In order to make simple, direct comparisons between the experi
mental and theoretical values of d€/aa, the measurement of the 
downwash angles should be point measurements. However, any set of 
orifices on the wedge indicates a stream angle which is dependent on 
the stream-angle variation over that part of the leading edge of the 
wedge included vi thin the Mach forecones from the orifices. Thus, in 
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a region where the stream-angle gradient along the wedge was changing, 
only an average Y8.l.ue of the stream angle was obtained from each set 
of orifices. For the wedge, the length of leading edge included 
within the Mach forecones from a set of orifices is approximately 
18 percent of the )dng semispan. In order to reduce this source of 
inaccuracy and to approach more closely a point measln"ement of the 
stream angle, a cone was substituted for the wedge. For the cone, 
the effective length included within the Mach forecones of the ori
fices is less than 2 percent of the wing semispan. Comparison of 
stream-e.ngle measurements made with the cone and wedge showed that 
either instrument was suitable for measuring stream angles. 

Actually two cones were mounted on a horizontal traverse bar as 
shown in figure 2(a), thus enabling the determination of the spamrise 
distribution of dQ'JJIlW8.sh angle in two planes above the extended chord. 
plane of the wing during each test. The sets of orifices on the 
wedge were located at 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent of the wing 
semispan. The wedge and lower cone were mounted 0.35 wing chord 
length above the extended chord plane of the wing; 'Whereas the upper 
cone was motmted 0.70 chord length above the extended chord plane. 

At each angle of attack of the airfoil the instruments were 
pitched so as to obtain zero pressure difference between the symmet
rically disposed orifices. Thus, the ch.a.nge in the angle of null 
pressure difference and the corresponding change in )dng angle of 
attack are b.E and b.a, respectively. 

The viscous wake of the wing was surveyed with a rake of pi tot 
tubes. (See fig. 2(b).) The rake consisted of 39 pitot tubes with 
O.05-inch vertical spacing motmted on a vertical su.pport blade. The 
tubes were placed alternately on each side of the blade so that a 
spacing of 0.10 inch was maintained between tubes. This was believed 
adequate to avoid possible interference between adjacent tubes, since 
it is estimated that the minimum Mach number in the wake at the 
survey stations was sufficiently supersonic to preclude any mutual 
interference effects which might have influenced the pressures at 
adjacent tubes. The support blade was mOtmted on a traverse bar 
similar to that used for the cones, thus permitting a complete span
wise survey at each of the two wake-survey stations. Each of the 
tubes in the rake was connected to a tube in a multiple-tube 
manometer filled with tetrabromoethane, and the pitot-pressure 
profiles were recorded by photographing the manometer board. 
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Test Methods 

In these tests, the model was considered to be the wing in a - I 
conventional configuration of wing-tail combination with the stream- I 
angle measuring device substituted for the usual tail surface at 
various positions above the extended chord I>lane and downstream of 
the trailing edge. The positions of the four downwash survey 
stations and two wake survey stations are shawn in figure 1. These 
stations were placed, in a manner, compatible with the support system, 
so as to provide a measure of the do'wnwash field in the vicinity of 
the most probable tail location. 

With the wing installed and a strea.m:-a.ngle measuring device 
mounted as shawn in figure 3, the angle of attack of the wing was 
varied between the limits of ±100, and the resulting changes in 
downwash angle at the survey points determined. The pitot-pressure 
profiles were obtained at each of the two wake survey stations 
(stations 5 and 6) for angles of attack of the wing of 00, 30, 60, 
and 90 . 

All tests were made at a tunnel total pressure of 18 pounds 
per square inch absolute which gives a test Reynolds number of 
approximately 1.25 million based on the wing chord. The specific 
humidity of the air was maintained below 0.0003 pound of water per 
pound of dry air, a value at which condensation effects are negligible. 

REDUCTION OF THE DATA 

Downwash 

Since the angle of attack of the model was changed by rotating 
the entire support system, it was necessary to apply corrections to 
the data obtained~th the wing in place to account for both the 
flow deflections induced by rotation of the support system and the 
non uniformity of the free stream. At each survey I>oint, the changes 
in local stream angle accompanying changes in angle of attack of the 
model support system with no model in place were measured for an 
angle-<)f-e.ttack range of ±100. The results of these stream calibra
tions, which were used in reduction of the data as pOint-:bY-I>oint 
correctiOns, showed: 

1. At station 1 (x=2c, z=0.35c) stream-e.ngle changes were 
negligible throughout the angle-of-attack range. 

2. At station 2 (x=3c, z=0.35c) a maximum stream angle of 0.30 
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was measured near the support plate. This de:f1.ection decreased with 
increasing distance from the support plate to less than. 0.10 at the 
9O-percent-semispan point. 

3. An incomplete calibration, not suitable for use in making 
corrections, was obtained at station 3 (x=3c, z=O.70c). 

4. ,At station 4 (x=4.43c, z=O.35c) near the support plate, a 
deflection of 1.40 at -100 angle of attack }mS measured. This deflec
tion decreased a.1Jnost linearly to 00 at ar--<:P. In the positive angle 
range the deflection increased linearly to 0.20 at ar=~ • De:f1.ections 
in both ranges decreased With increasing distance from. the support 
plate. 

It can be seen from these results that the principal interfer
ence from the support system was confined within the Mach cones from 
the subsonic portion of the leading edge of the boundary-layer plate 
(fig. 3) and that the interference was sma.U.est near the Mach cone 
surface and increased as the Mach cone axis }mS approached. These 
stream calibrations were used to ~rrect the data at all the survey 
stations except station 3. In view of the relative positions of 
stations 2 and 3, it is believed that at station 3 the interference 
from the sUJ!.l?ort system )lOuld be only slightly greater than at station 
2. Since the corrections at station 2 are small and, have 11 ttle 
effect on the final results, it is concluded that the uncorrected 
results presented for station 3 are qualitatively useful. 

The evaluation of dE Ida. does not require a measurement of the 
do:wnwash 8.!l8le referred to the free-stream direction, but only an 
evaluation of the change in dawnwash angle With change in angle of 
attack. Therefore, the values of the stream angle presented are 
based on the assumption of zero downwash at zero angle of attack and 
thus have been indicated as €'. 

Wake 

The wake was located by determining its position relative to 
the survey rake from photographs of the m.a.nometer board and computr
ing the position of the rake relative to the wing from the known 
geometry of the system. The lim.it of the wake was arbitrarily defined 
as the point at which t:JI1 III is equal to -0.005. The quantity t:JI1 
is the difference between the pitot pressure at a. point in the wake 
and the pitot pressure in the free stream and H is the free-stream 
total presstn"e. Since no instrument was available to measure the 
static-pressure variation in the wake, it was impossible to determine 
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the Mach number or velocity profiles through the wake. 

PRECISION 

The following consideration of the possible sources of inaccu
racy in the determination of the downwash angle indicates an estimated 
possible error of ±0.100 in anyone downwash angle. These sources of 
error are: 

1. Strerum-angle variation in the undisturbed stream at the 
position of the 'Wing 

2. Sensitivity of the stream-a.ngle instruments 

3. Measurement of the stream angle both for stream calibration 
and for tests 'With the wing in place 

4. Measurement of the angle of attack of the wing 

The effect of the stream-angle variation in the undisturbed 
stream at the position of the wing as well as possible errors ariSing 
from the sensitivity of the stream-angle instruments are considered 
negligible throughout the angle-of-attack range. Measurement of all 
angles, that is, stream angle with the 'Wing out or in place and the 
wing angle of attack, were made vith a vernier protractor with a 
least count of 0.10• If a possible error of one-half of the least 
count is assumed for each of these angles and the square root of 
the sum of the squares of these assumed errors is taken in accordance 
with the method of reference 8, the total possible error in e' is 
slightly less than to.lOo• On this baSiS, the possible error in 
determining (de/drL)QFO is slightly less than ±0.04. 

In determining the profiles of pitot-pressure loss in the wake, 
the prinCipal sources of error are: 

1. Inexact pressure measurements due to unavoidable differences 
in the shape of tube openings (No attempt has been made to 
evaluate this error, but it is believed to be small.) 

2. The observed bending of individual total-head tubes, which 
introduces an estimated error of ±0.025 inch in the loca
tion of any particular plotted point in the profile 

3. The O.05-inch vertical spacing of the tubes, which gives an 
estimated possible error in location of the wake limits 
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with respect to the rake of ±0.025 inch 

4. The possible inaccuracy in measuring the position of the 
rake relative to the wing, which is estimated as ±0.05 inch 

The sum of errors 1 and 2 is sufficiently large to justify 
fairing the curves without passing through each point. The square 
root of the sum of the squares of errors 2, 3, and 4 yields a total 
estimated possible error in location of the wake of ±O.061 inch or 
± 0.021 chord length. 

THEORY 

In the application of linearized theory to the problem of deter
mining the characteristics of the induced flow field behind a lifting 
surface, the surface is considered to be at infinitesimally small 
angles of attack so that it is contained completely in the xy plane 
with thE: x axis corresponding to the fre~stream direction. The 
trailing vortex sheet is assumed to lie in the plane of the wing and. 
to extend unchanged to infinity. However, under lifting conditions 
this simplified picture must be altered to account for the self
induced movement of the vortex system. In subsonic flow (reference 3), 
it has been found that the shed vortex sheet is rapidly displaced 
downward and deformed so that it curves into a channel of constantly 
increasing depth and distends rapidly as it proceeds to roll up like a 
volute about the tip vortex cores. It has been shown that for purposes 
of predicting the average downwash over a tail surface for conventional 
wing-tail combinations in subsonic flow, the rolling up of the trailing 
vortex sheet may be neglected. Satisfactory agreement between experi
ment and theory may be obtained if the trailing vortex sheet is con
sidered to be displaced vertically by an amount equal to the displace
ment of the center line of the actual distorted vortex sheet. This 
displacement is readily calculated since the vortex sheet passes 
through the trailing edge of the airfoil and its inclination is 
everywhere equal to the downwash angle at that point. Thus, at a 
point p 

(t-z)p = - tan '" Lx" (~~) z=o dx - c tan '" 

y=const. 

For the particular arrangement employed in these tests, wherein 
the points at which the downwash angles were to be determined were 
always above the extended chord plane, the change in displacement of 
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the vortex sheet accompanying changes in the angle of attack was 
such that the distance between the survey point and the point of 
~ downwash at the vortex sheet (wake center line) decreased 
with increas~ angle of attack. Thus, since the linear theory 
shows that dE/do. increases as the vortex sheet is approached, it 
follows that the slope of the theoretical curves of the variation of 
€ with a. would increase as a. is increased. If the movement of 
the vortex sheet is assum.ed to be that predicted by theory, an 
approximation to the nonlinear increase in down:wash may be calcu
lated by means of the theory in a manner similar to that employed in 
reference 3. The calculation of e at angle of attack a. for each 
survey point is accompliahed by evaluating the theoretical displace
ment of the vortex sheet at the xy coordinates of the survey point. 
From this value of the displacement, the distance between the survey 
point and the displaced vortex sheet can be determined. With a 
knowledge of this distance and the theoretical. variation of de/dr:L 
with distance f'rom. the vortex sheet (reference 1), a value of de/drJ., 
and hence E, can be calculated. 

Calculations of this nature have been performed for each of the 
survey points and the resul.ts have been plotted in figure 4. The 
approach used to obtain these curves ws different from the method 
used for subsonic flow in reference 3 ill. that the displacement of 
the vortex sheet at each of the spanwise survey points was evaluated 
and used to calculate the resulting change in de/da. at that point 
rather than basing the change in d£ / dr:L on the displacement of the 
vortex sheet at the plane of symmetry. 

DISCUSSION 

Dow.wash 

The resu:Lts of the measurement of the dowmmsh angles for 
various spanwise positions at four survey stations, which were above 
the extended chord plane and dOJrnStream from the trailing edge of 
the wing, are plotted in figure 4. The curves showing the theoreti
cal variation of e with a., computed in the manner previously 
described, are shown. for comparison. There is no appreciable 
difference between the slopes of these theoretical. curves at ~O 
and the values of (d€/da.)a.=O computed by the methods presented in 
reference 1,Wbich do not account for the movement of the vortex sheet. 
Therefore, these curves may be used for a comparison of the experi
mental results and the theoretical predictiOns of reference 1. 
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The exper:f.Jn.ental results show that at a:n:y semispan position 
(dc/oo)a;=O increases with increasing distance downstream from the 
trailing edge and decreases with increasing distance above the 
extended chord plane as the theory predicts. At station 1 the agree
ment between the theory and the experimental results is very good 
over the entire angle-of-attack range tested e~cept at the lo-percent
semispan position. .At survey stations 2, 3, and 4, relatively good 
agreement is obtained at the 10- and 3~ercent-semispan positions. 
However, at the 50- and 70-percent-£emispan positions the experi
mental results differ considerably from the theoretical values, 
particularly at positive angles of attack. Both the linear theory 
and the exper:1lnental results show that the value of d€/da. at the 
survey points increases as the angle of attack is increased. 
However, the increase in d€/~ between -100 and the maximum 
positive angle of attack, shown by the experimental results, is 
greater than predicted by the linear theory. In each instance, 
de/d~ increases more rapidly in the positive angle-of-attack range 
and decreases more rapidly with increasing negative angle of attack 
than the linear theory predicts. This phenomenon is consistent with 
the results which will be shown later, wherein the vortex sheet 
behind the wing-tip region generally moves downward less rapidly 
with increasing positive angle of attack than the theory predicts. 
Thus, as the angle of attack is increased in the positive angle-of
attack range, the vortex sheet is closer to the survey points than 
the theory predicts. Consequently, the downwash at each of these 
points is greater than the theoretical. Conversely, in the negative 
angle-of-attack range, the vortex sheet is farther from the survey 
point than the theory predicts and the downwash is less than the 
theoretical. 

At the 9Q-percent-semispan positions, even though the dis
placement of the vortex sheet is different from that predicted by 
theory, little effect on the downwash is felt over a large angle-of
attack range, because both the experimental results and the theory 
indicate that dE/oo is equal to zero for a considerable distance 
above and below the survey points. Therefore, changes in distance 
between the survey po:1J:rts' and the wake center line will have little 
effect on the downwash predicted and measured at this spanwise posi
tion for a considerable angle-of-attack ra:nge. At stations 1, 2, and 
3, the experimental results show practically zero downwash at nega
tive angles of attack. At station 2, there is a sharp break in the 
experimental data between a;=2-1/2° and a;=5° followed by a portion 
of the curve that indicates decreasing downwash. This break is 
probably associated with the position of the wing-tip vortex rela
tive to the survey instrument; however, sufficient data are not 
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available to analyze the flow conditions. 

Two additional factors wb,ich would tend to cause the downwash 
to depart from that predicted by linear theory for finite angles of 
attack may be suggested as follows: 

1. Interaction between shock wave and boundar layer at 
trailing edge.- Ferri reference 9 has shown that shock-wave 
boundary-layer interaction can cause separation of the boundary layer 
ahead of the trailing edge on the low-pressure surface of a lifting 
wing. This flow separation is accompanied by a loss in lifting 
pressure between the separation point and trailing edge, and, in 
addition, by a movement of the origin of the trailing vortex sheet. 
The calculations of the downwash angles at finite angles of attack 
are based on the assumption that the trailing edge is the origin of 
the vortex sheet. However, the flow separation on the low-pressure 
side of the airfoil would cause the origin of the vortex sheet to be 
displaced from the trailing edge to the low-pressure side of the 
airfoil and ~uld thus . change the effective vertical location of any 
point in the flow field from that assumed in the theoretical analysis. 

2. Detachment of the leading-edge shock wave.- It can be seen 
from the experimental results that at large negative angles of attack 
there was a large decrease in d€/~ at most of the survey points. 
This decrease may be the result of the distortion of the vortex sheet 
previously considered. However, an additional factor which may 
contribute to the observed decrease is the detachment of the leading
edge shock wave. For the ~percent-thick, double-:wedge airfoil 
section used for this wing, the leading-edge shock wave detaches at 
an angle of attack of approximately 9.50 at a free-stream Mach number 
of 1.53. This shock-wave detacbm.ent may result in a redistribution 
of the downwash within the induced flow field which may in turn 
result in a decrease in the downwash at the survey point. However, 
it should be pointed out that no net decrease in downwash over the 
entire induced flow field would be anticipated since experimental 
results for a similar rectangular wing (reference 10) have shown 
that,not only does the lift continue to increase at angles of attack 
greater than that for which the shock wave detaches, but also the 
lift-curve slope cont.inues to increase. 

Wake 

The pitot pressure-loss profiles presented in figure 5 indicate 
the location, thickness, and intensity of the wake for several 
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semispan positions at survey stations 5 and 6 which were 3.3 and 5.0 
chord lengths aft of the leading edge, respectively. The horizontal 
reference line used in this figure is a lme drawn in the free-stream. 
direction through. the leading edge of the airfoil. As can be seen 
from this plot, the general characteristics of the wake are similar 
to those obse:rved in subsonic :flow. With the wing at a positive 
angle of attack, the wake expands slowly, decreases tn intensity, 
and moves downward relative to the free-stream reference line with 
increasing distance behind the wing. In the spanwise direction the 
intensity of the wake was greatest at the lQ-percent-semispan station 
and least at the 9Q-percent station; whereas, at the three intermediate 
stations, the wake was of approxiJnately equal intensity. In general, 
the spanwise variation of the wake thickness was similar . 

. 
A spanwise plot of the upper limit of the wake (fig. 6) reflects 

both the wake-thickness distribution and the integrated effects of 
the downwash on the wake position. Although the wake appears to be 
higher at station 5 than at station 6 at ~Oo, this difference in 
height is within the experimental accuracy of the measurements. Since 
the wake expands slowly between the two stations, the upper surface 
of the wake is probably slightly higher at station 6. The greater 
thickness of the wake behind the wing root causes the upper limit of 
the wake to be som,e:what higher at the root than at the tip. In 
addition, since the vertical location of the wake at any spanwise 
position is determined by the variation in the stream direction 
from the wing leading edge to the survey position of the downwash at 
the vortex sheet, the wake will be higher behind the root than behind 
the tip at survey stations 5 and 6 because of the difference in the 
strea.mw:1.se variation of downwash angle. A considerable region of zero 
downwash exists at the vortex sheet behind the trailing edge of the 
root section, since, in accordance with the theoretical considera
tions of reference 1, the downwash is zero at all points Wich are 
behind the plane wave .from the trailing edge and. outside the Mach 
cone :f';rom the leading-edge tip. No comparable region of zero down
wash is found behind the tip. Therefore, since the wake follows 
the do~sh, it is apparent that for small distances behind the 
airfoil the displacement of the wake will be greatest behind the tip 
and least behind the root. It should be noted that in figure 6 the 
position of the wake is referred to the extended chord plane of the 
wing rather than a plane parallel to the free stream and passing 
through the leading edge of the Wing to whioh the displacement is 
normally referred. 

The position of the wake center line, which is assumed to be 
coincident with the shed vortex sheet, has been determined experi
mentally at various angles of attack at survey stations 5 and 6. 
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The results are plotted in figure 7 for comparison with the positions 
calculated by means of the linear theory. The accuracy of the 
experimental determination of the position of the wake center line 
is relatively poor, being only about ±2 l?ereent of the wing chord. 
The agreement obtained between experiment and theory in the vertical 
l?lane of symmetry indicates that the linear theory may be used to 
determine the wake location in the plane of symmetry at these dis
tances behind the wing. However, outboard of approximately the 
3()-Percent-semispan position, the agreement is poor. In this region, 
the experimental results show that the vortex sheet was displaced 
from the free-stream direction by an amount which was less than that 
predicted by the theory. Since the wake must follow the dOWD.wash, 
it is apparent that in this region the downwash at the vortex sheet 
is less than that predicted by theory. However, nu actual measure
ments were made in the wake to support this contention. The shape 
of the curve defining the position of the wake center line in the 
region behind the wing tip suggests that the rolling-up process is 
beginning to take place. 

CONCLUDDiG REMARKS 

The results obtained in this investigation indicate that the 
methods presented in reference I are sufficient for determing d(/~ 
at ar=0. However, the displacement of the vortex sheet and the 
resulting effects on the downwash distribution must be considered 
in calculating dOWD.wash angles at finite angles of attack. In 
addition, it appears that the displacement and distortion of the 
vortex sheet in the region behind the wing tip has considerable 
influence on the downwash distribution within a large portion of the 
induced flow field. 

The results also indicate that the linear theory can be used to 
calculate the displacement of the wake, or shed vortex sheet, at the 
vertical plane of symmetry at distances behind the wing comparable 
to the test range. In the region outboard of approximately 30 percent 
of the wing, semispan, the distortion of the vortex system decreases 
the displacement of the sheet considerably from the values calculated 
by the linear theory. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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Figure I. - Sketch of model support system showing location of survey stations. 
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All dimensions are in inches exce pI as noted 
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Figure 2 . - Downwosh and woke- survey instruments. 
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(a) Sketch showing the position of the wing and streamiengle 
wedge relative to the Mach cones which form the boundaries 
of the support. interference region. 

. . 
~ .. 
~- Q 

~ 
A-127S9 

(b) Wing, stream-e.ngle con.es, and ya.ke survey rake. cx.~- 100. 

Figure 3.- Sketch of test section. 
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